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Overview

Organ reed pipes

Previous laser vibrometer studies of reed pipesp p

Scanning vibrometer measurements of air-driven reed

Scanning vibrometer measurements of mechanically driven reed

Conclusions



Organ Reed Pipe

Thin brass reed firmly clamped at one end by the wedge
Tuning wire holds reed against the stationary shallot
Moving the tuning wire adjusts pitchMoving the tuning wire adjusts pitch 

Pitch is determined almost entirely by the length of vibrating reed
The resonator plays a secondary role in selecting the pitchThe resonator plays a secondary role in selecting the pitch
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Research in Reed Organ Pipe Acoustics

Research since 1940’s primarily with microphones & spectral 
analysis

Measured audio spectra have integer-multiple harmonicsMeasured audio spectra have integer-multiple harmonics

Integer-multiple harmonics not due to resonator (since they are 
present regardless of the pitch selected by adjusting the tuning 
wire)



Laser Vibrometer Studies of Reed Pipes
Since mid 1990’s: Tom Rossing & others use laser vibrometer on reed

Laser emitted from vibrometer head
Reflects off small spot on vibrating reed surfaceReflects off small spot on vibrating reed surface
Doppler shift of light allows 

Determination of velocity of the reed surface at a point
Displacement of the reed surface from equilibriump q
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Results of Previous Vibrometer Studies

Integer multiple harmonics not due to resonator (since they are presentInteger-multiple harmonics not due to resonator (since they are present 
regardless of the pitch selected by adjusting the tuning wire)

Because the reed strikes the shallot, there is an asymmetry in its motion , y y
(similar to a rectified sine wave)

Prevailing Hypothesis: Integer-Multiple harmonics due to the 
mechanical interaction between reed and shallotmechanical interaction between reed and shallot 



Our Experiment

Goals
Better understanding of origin of integer-multiple harmonicsBetter understanding of origin of integer multiple harmonics
Measure the vibrational deflection shapes of the reed
To understand the modes, study mechanically driven reed

In vacuum and atmospheric pressureIn vacuum and atmospheric pressure

Use a Polytec PSV-300 scanning vibrometer
Available for 5 days at Gustavus Adolphus CollegeAvailable for 5 days at Gustavus Adolphus College



Polytec PSV-300 Scanning Vibrometer

Scanning vibrometer uses optical system to deflect beam across 
vibrating surface

Measures both amplitude and phase at each pointMeasures both amplitude and phase at each point

Highlight section of spectrum and software plots 3-D deflection 
shapeshape
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Results from Air-Driven Pipe
Most harmonics have complicated deflection shapesMost harmonics have complicated deflection shapes 
Modes exist where entire reed and tuning wire are in motion

1st Harmonic
Simple Cantilever

4th Harmonic
Torsional

5th Harmonic
2nd Order Cantilever

8th Harmonic
3rd Order 

Simple Cantilever
813 Hz

Torsional 
3.26 kHz

2nd Order Cantilever
4.08 kHz

ENTIRE REED
6.52 kHz



Mechanically Driven Reed Pipe

Use a mechanical oscillator to drive the reed
Chirp sine wave applied by mechanical driver to back of shallot
Large amplitude vibration when at resonant frequency of reedLarge amplitude vibration when at resonant frequency of reed

This technique
Can be driven in vacuum or atmospheric pressure to isolateCan be driven in vacuum or atmospheric pressure to isolate 
reed-air couplings
Allows control over amplitude of vibration
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C til d t f i i t t ith th

Results for Mechanically Driven Pipe in Vacuum

Cantilever modes occur at frequencies consistent with theory

Simple Cantilever 
Measured: 0.72 kHz
Theory: 0.70 kHz

Torsional 
Measured: 2.47 kHz

Theory: 2.9 kHz

2nd Cantilever 
Measured: 4.54 kHz

Theory: 4.4 kHz

3rd Cantilever Entire 
Measured: 6.5 kHz
Theory: 6.1 kHz

Also observed are integer-multiple harmonics of fundamental.  
These are due to expected mechanical interaction between 
reed and shallotreed and shallot



Mechanical Driving: Comparison of Vacuum and Atmospheric Pressure

When driven with same amplitude in air two effects occurWhen driven with same amplitude in air, two effects occur
Increase in the integer multiple harmonics of fundamental
Decrease in the “natural” modes of the cantilever

Indicates that air-reed interaction plays a role in origin of 
integer-multiple harmonics.  Not just reed-shallot interactions



Conclusions

Polytec scanning vibrometer provides an entirely new view of 
vibrational modes of this system

Vibration of blown reed includes torsional and higher-order 
cantilever modes; these are acoustically important

Modes with significant displacement of entire reed and tuningModes with significant displacement of entire reed and tuning 
wire are also present in blown reed

Modes of mechanically driven reed in vacuum agree with 
theoretically predicted frequencies

Air-reed interactions play a role in producing integer-multiple 
harmonics; not just mechanical reed-shallot interactionharmonics; not just mechanical reed-shallot interaction

http://physics.gustavus.edu/~huber/organs


